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Amy Hope Dermont
Statement of Purpose
My interest in a multicultural world has lead me to the creation of a body of work
which is filled with references to not only pop culture, but Latin American and African
folk art. I create pieces that are ceremonial in nature, or based on my own personal
mythology. Soh sculptured dolls are covered with a variety of antique buttons, tin toys,
and other found objects-- representing both male and female genitalia-- whose distinct
personalities and gestures dictate their placement or actions, be it in group or series.
My interest in the "low brow" or pathetic aesthetic enables me to work not only
intuitively, but reach deep into my subconcious and pull out my true feelings on issues
that are sexual, political, or social in nature. I have found that by using an abstract
representation of the human form through the traditional use of hand sewing , a "crah"
medium, I am able to capture the intense energy of an object used for or in ritual, and
create a vocabulary that is truly my own.
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